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ADMINISTRIVIA

- Assignment Two: Due tonight! 
- Project proposal aka Introduction (10/25)

Introduction
Related Work
Timeline (with eval plan)

]
Confirm projet
title in

couple of days



MACHINE LEARNING: STACK
Data parallel
pipeline µyµ
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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING: APPLICATIONS
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RL SETUP Game console
or simulator

entity that can perform
an action ) yt

ML
model
=
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given your
[ number of point

current state
what should your

action be ?



RL REQUIREMENTS

Simulation

Training

Serving

low latency for serving your
model/

policy

resources can☒Panic *
eaton

also "Y

compute Éme can be variable
f GPUs , CPUs

ete .

↳ milliseconds to hours

stateful computation →
model training

Leeds

prer
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iteration
model

↳
simulation

stateless → serving



RAY API

Tasks
Actors

futures = f.remote(args) Class.remote
actor.method.remote

objects = ray.get(futures)
ready = ray.wait(futures, k,timeout) 

stateless and

y
Noted remote functions

side-effect free
def f- C) :

|
y

>
Similar b- ideas

ft . g.
remote (a. b)

in spark etc .

r>
local function
- arguments tom-a-ifp.FE.tt#rFna-on\ ars arguments

handle or

future that
can be

used - - -
-

b- access

results



RAY API

Tasks Actors

futures = 
f.remote(args)

actor = Class.remote(args)
futures = actor.method.remote(args)

objects = ray.get(futures)
ready = ray.wait(futures, k,timeout) 

outbox

LIFE"ad÷¥*
p
> Erlang ,

fault tolerantmailbox
class Fool distributed computing

int var
--10 ;

def method
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r
,
constructor

Instantiate to
-

*÷
create Actor

- state is inside an actor



COMPUTATION MODEL
remote tasks and

actor methods induce computation graph

Dotted lines → control edges
☐

Block arrows → stateful edges
☐

factor methods)

solid lines →
data dependencies

Lineage !



ARCHITECTURE
stores

a.
merit replicate objects

paroled for performance /

key-value
store

outputs
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Global control store

Object table

Task table

Function table

" Database
"

←
Objective :

used by the Run tasks quickly
scheduler ↳ Tasks can be

→
metadata for the object store

very
small !

which objects are stored where
-

Separate out

→ hineage of tasks
scheduler state

which tasks are
active

,
where

from

scheduler logic
→ Code blocks for functions

sina.d.repu.cat?--Tseae?Yf#eme



RAY SCHEDULER

Global Scheduler Global Control Store

① queue time

on worker > timeout

can launch forward to global
tasks on local workers shed .

ii. .

er.ir ¥÷¥m.am .
each worker

taiga '

go.ae
,wdV Ignis

could affect
* coiffed . this estimate



FAULT TOLERANCE
Tasks

Actors

GCS

Scheduler

→ lineage , replay or re -execute tasks

side - effect free

→ checkpoint the actor state periodically

→ chain replication → handle replica failures

"what

→
stateless ⇒ respawn

a new scheduler



SUMMARY

Ray: Unified system for ML training, serving, simulation
Flexible API with support for 

Stateless tasks
Stateful Actors

Distributed scheduling, Global control store



DISCUSSION
https://forms.gle/MnsCJA87CVhMmShs8



Consider you are implementing two apps: a deep learning model training and 
a sorting application. When will use tasks vs actors and why ?

Deep learning model training sorting
- Use actors

,

hare model
- Merge

sort

→ can we
have

as state . Iteration is

data sorted to

a method call far as
state ?

→ partition b- many

-
Mix actors & tasks actors ?

Data parallel - each
local gradient

- Data ,
partition it ,
object storedfedÉ Actor - optimize - step)

stateless
tasks

intermediate data
on object store

!



I
Add workers

At f. 50,100s
back , tpnt

nvm
workers
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NEXT STEPS

Next class: Pollux


